


BUSINESS LIKE 
YOU MEAN IT



As a sector, we tend to look inwards, 
focused on metrics which make 
sense within our brands, but give us 
no context as to how we’re doing in 
relation to the rest of the market.

Your last email may have achieved an 
open rate of 22% - but how does that 
compare to your peers? 

DataHawks Marketing Performance 
Tracker® offers participating brands a 
clear view of their performance within 
the context of the industry, while 
surfacing key opportunities for focus.



DataHawks Marketing Performance Tracker® 
uses an API to gather your data, compatible 

with most major platforms



And you’ll receive a running overview 
to see how you’re doing over time

As a tracker subscriber 
you’ll receive a 

weekly anonymised 
report, benchmarking up 

to 16 of your key 
marketing metrics , 

(from advertising ROI to 
booking conversion), 
against your peers.

Plus a running overview 
for each metric to see 
how you’re doing over 

time



Reporting on up to 16 
key metrics, including 
but not limited to… Email open rate (OR)

Email click through rate (CTR)

Web visits

Web visits converted to bookings

Web visits converted to subscribes

Google review average

Trip advisor review average

Website bounce rate

Social engagement

FB ads ‘cost per acquisition’ (CPA)

Footfall to visit conversion



Q: How do you track my small brand against one with 300 sites?!

A: When we set you up, we ask how many sites you have. 

Performance is then reported ‘per site’ rather than as a whole, so 

you can compare yourself to brands whatever yours or their size

Q: How long does the free place offer last?

A: In these uncertain times it’s impossible to say, but we’ll 

guarantee 6 months for free. 

After that we’ll give you the option to sign up for the enhanced 

full package or continue on the basic free package

Q: I CBA finding the numbers you need each week, can you help?

A: Of course! We have API integrations with all major platforms so 

once you’ve given permission, we can access the numbers 

ourselves. 

Got a question? Email victoria@wearedatahawks.com

FAQ

Q: My brand doesn’t do all 16 things you track, can I still be involved? 

A: Yes! As each metric is reported separately you can participate in as 

few or as many as you like or your systems allow

Q: I’m on furlough at the moment, is there a way to get involved?

A: Absolutely. Preparing for recovery can start now. Send me a 

personal email address if you don’t have access to your work one and 

you’ll receive the first couple of test reports and a set-up template so 

you know how it all works in advance. 

Q: Could I receive the report and not give you my numbers? 

A: No. The tracker depends on everyone submitting their numbers. It’s 

not fair to keep yours to yourself. 

Q: Are you giving my data to other companies?

A: No! Each brand receives an anonymised report, with the only brand 

detail being yours. It’s completely private.



WHICH TRACKER IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

FREE BASIC PLAN

- Weekly anonymised report

FREE

PREMIUM SUPPORT PLAN

- Weekly anonymised report

- Access to real-time metrics

- Insight & intelligence report

- Strategic marketing support

FROM £250 PER MONTH



About DataHawks

Led by former industry marketing director Victoria Searl (TGI 

Fridays, Byron, Café Rouge, All Star Lanes), DataHawks is the 

authority on data-led strategy. 

DataHawks joins your data dots, whether from payment, feedback, 

social or WIFI and: 

- analyses it to surface instant, easy-to-action opportunity;

- enriches it to give you unparalleled insight & competitive edge;

- and turns it into sales, ROI & loyalty driving strategy.

And with over 50 years of hospitality marketing & operational 

expertise between us, we’ll help you get the job done too.

Making ‘big data’, big business



Claim your FREE place at 
wearedatahawks.com/tracker


